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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
LOW-SPEED STATIC LONGITUDINAL AND 
LATERAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL WITH 
LEADING-EDGE CHORD-EXTENSIONS INCORPORATED ON A 
40° SWEPT BACK CIRCULAR-ARC WING OF ASPECT 
RATIO 4 AND TAPER RATIO 0.50 
By Kenneth W. Goodson and Albert G. Few, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
An investigation was conducted to determine the aerodynamic effects 
at low speed of several wing leading-edge chord-extensions incorporated 
on a complete model having a 400 sweptback circular-arc wing of aspect 
ratio 4 and taper ratio 0.50. The tests indicate that the effectiveness 
of the chord-extension in increasing the stability is mainly dependent 
upon the spanwise inboard-end location of such a device. For a suitable 
inboard-end location (0.65 semispan from plane of symmetry for the 
present model) the chord-extension span could be changed from 35 to 
15 percent wing semispan with little change in the stability or lift 
characteristics. Reduction of the chord-extension overhang from 15 to 
10 percent of the local chord caused only a very slight decrease in the 
effectiveness of the device in improving the stability. With plain 
trailing-edge flaps retracted, the use of a leading-edge chord-extension 
appeared to be quite advantageous over a leading-edge fence located at 
the spanwise position (0.60 wing semispan) of the inboard end of the 
chord-extension. The fence provided essentially no increase in maximum 
lift and the pitching-moment curve suffered an unstable break at stall; 
whereas the chord-extension increased the maximum lift coefficient by 
about 23 percent and eliminated any serious loss in longitudinal stabil-
ity throughout the lift range. By a suitable combination of a leading-
edge chord-extensi on and deflection of a leading- edge flap, substantial 
improvements in drag due to lift and maximum lift coefficient could be 
obtained while maintaining favorable high- lift pitching-moment charac-
teristics for plain trailing- edge flaps either neutral or deflected. 
For such a configuration, however, it was essential that the leading-
edge flaps include the chord- extension and extend an appreciable dis-
tance inboard from the chord- extension. 
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The use of chord-extensions for the flaps-neutral configuration 
increased the effective dihedral in the moderate- to high-lifft-
coefficient range, but did not appreciably alter the directi0nal stabil-
ity characteristics. 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of swept wings with thin airfoil sections offers promlslng 
solutions to some of the aerodynamic problems encountered i5 high-speed 
flight. However, wings of this type generally exhibit a type of flow 
separation characterized by a vortex that lies above the surface near 
the leading edge, and, for some plan forms, this flow can cause undesir-
able changes in longitudinal stability at moderate and high lift coef-
ficients. Previous investigations at low speeds have shown that these 
undesirable characteristics can be alleviated by the use of wing leading-
edge chord-extensions, fences, or trailing-edge extensions (refs. 1 to 4). 
The chord-extensions appear to change the spanwise loading such that the 
nose-up tendency at high lift coefficients is reduced. As was pointed 
out in reference 2 such devices could be extended when required, or if 
the high-speed characteristics proved satisfactory, they could be fixed. 
The tests reported herein were made with a complete model that 
incorporated a 400 sweptback (quarter-chord line), lo-percert-thick 
circular-arc wing of aspect ratio 4 and taper ratio 0.50. ~he present 
paper presents low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a typical air-
plane model without and with chord-extensions located at various span-
wise positions on the outboard portion of the wing for var~ous flap 
arrangements. These data include comparisons of character~stics for 
various chord-extension spans having an optimum inboard-end location. 
Data were obtained to determine the effect of deflecting tlie wing 
leading edge with a chord-extension having an optimum inboard-end loca-
tion. A comparison of the longitudinal stability characte~istics was 
also made when the wing was equipped with a fence. Laterai stability 
parameters are presented for both clean-wing and chord-extension con-
figurations with the plain trailing-edge flaps retracted. 
SYMBOLS 
The system of axes employed, together with an indication of the 
positive directions of forces, moments, and anbLes is sho~n in figure 1. 
The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are based on the clean-
wing area unless otherwise noted on the figures. All pitching-moment 
coefficients are presented about the quarter-chord point of the clean-
wing mean aerodynamic chord. The symbols used herein are defined as 
follows: 
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x 
Y 
Z 
L 
M 
N 
q 
E 
s 
c 
c' 
b 
y 
lift coefficient, Lift qs 
longitudinal-force coefficient, 
lateral-force coefficient, 
rolling-moment coefficient, 
pitching-moment coefficient, 
yawing-moment coefficient, 
Y 
qS 
L 
qSb 
M 
qSc 
N 
qSb 
x 
qS 
longitudinal force along X-axis, Drag 
lateral force along Y-axis, lb 
force along Z-axis, Lift = -Z, lb 
rolling moment about X-axis, ft-lb 
pitching moment about Y-axis, ft-lb 
yawing moment about Z-axis, ft-lb 
-x, lb 
free-stream dynamic pressure, 
py2 
2' lb/sq ft 
effective dynamic pressure at the tail, lb/sq ft 
effective downwash angle at tail, deg 
clean-wing area, sq ft 
clean-wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
local wing chord perpendicular t o the 50-percent-chord 
line, ft 
local wing chord parallel to plane of symmetry, ft 
wing span, ft 
free-stream velocity, ft/sec 
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mass density of air, slugs/eu ft 
angle of attack with respect to fuselage center li~, deg 
angle of sideslip, deg 
incidence of stabilizer with respect to fJselage 
line, deg 
angle of 
center 
plain trailing-edge flap deflection, perpendicular to 
0.50 chord line, deg 
wing leading-edge flap deflection, perpendicular to 0.50-chord 
line, deg 
Subscripts: 
i3, a. 
t 
n 
1, 2, 3 
denotes partial derivative of a coefficient with r 
to sideslip or angle of attack (for example, CI 
CLa, = o~:) 
contributed by horizontal tail 
wing nose flap 
spect 
oCI 
= --, 
oi3 
denote portions of wing leading-edge flaps deflected 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
The general arrangement of the model used in this investigation is 
given as figure 2 with other characteristics being presented in table I. 
The model wing had a 400 sweptback quarter-chord line, aspept ratio 4, 
taper ratio 0.50, and incorporated a 10-percent-thick circular-arc air-
foil section normal to the 50-percent-chord line. The modea had 0.20c 
plain trailing-edge flaps, which extended over 50 percent or the wing 
span from the plane of symmetry. Figure 3 shows details of the 0.15e 
leading-edge flaps (hinge line in chord plane) of which var~ous spanwise 
elements could be deflected. Details of chord-extensions e~tending from 
the wing tip to various inboard spanwise stations are shown in figure 4, 
whereas figure 5 gives details of a series of chord-extensiJons running 
various distances outward from the 0.65b/2 station. Most df the tests 
were made with a chord-extension overhang of 0.15c, althou~h some limited 
tests were made with O.lOc overhang. Details of a wing fe~ce configura-
tion are given in figure 6 . Photographs of the model on the single 
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support strut are shown as figure 7. The model was constructed of wood 
and finished with several coats of lacquer. 
TESTS 
A series of chord-extensions were tested on a model in the Langley 
300 MPH 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel for various flap configurations with 
and without a horizontal tail. Longitudinal forces and moments were 
measured through an angle-of-attack range up to about 190 . A few addi-
tional tests were made through the angle-of-attack range of ±5° sideslip 
to obtain lateral-stability parameters. Effective downwash and dynamic 
pressures at the tail were determined from the pitching-moment data. 
The flaps-neutral tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 41 pounds 
per square foot, which corresponds to a Mach number of 0.17 and to a 
Reynolds number of 2.2 x 106 based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the 
clean-wing configuration for average test conditions. Tests with flaps 
deflected were made at a dynamic pressure of 22 pounds per square foot, 
which corresponds to a Mach number of 0.12 and to a Reynolds number of 
6 1.62 X 10 . 
CORRECTIONS 
No attempt was made to determine tare corrections resulting from 
the support strut. Except for effects on drag, it is believed that the 
tares are negligible. 
The angle of attack, drag, and pitching-moment results have been 
corrected for jet-boundary effects computed on the basis of unswept-
wing theory by the methods of reference 5. Vertical buoyancy on the 
support strut, longitudinal-pressure gradient, and tunnel air-flow 
misalinement have been accounted for in computation of the test data. 
All coefficients have been corrected for blocking by a method given in 
reference 6. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Presentation of Results 
Results of exploratory tests to establish desirable chord-extension 
geometry on the basis of effects on static longitudinal stability 
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characteristics of the test model are presented in figures 8 to 11. 
Figures 12 and 13 present the effects of wing chord-extensions in 
conjunction with leading-edge flaps with plain trailing-edge flaps 
neutral and deflected. Stabilizer tests of the model with ~wo of the 
better chord-extension arrangements are shown in figures 14 to 16 for 
various flap deflections. The effects of the chord-extensions on the 
effective downwash, on qt!q, and on some of the significant longitudinal 
aerodynamic parameters are shown in figures 17 to 20. The effects of 
chord-extensions on the lateral-stability parameters are given in 
figure 21. 
General Remarks 
The use of leading-edge chord-extensions has appeared quite 
promising as one of the various means of alleviating the tendency 
toward longitudinal instability at high lift coefficients, such as has 
been exhibited by many airplanes having sweptback wings. The action of 
these devices, as indicated by tuft studies on and near th~ wing surface, 
wake surveys, and the analysis of force-test data, has been described 
in references 2 to 4. The result of the chord-extension appears to be 
a change in spanwise loading such that the nose-up tendenc~ at high lift 
coefficients normally is reduced. In general, the change ~n span loading 
results in an effect on the wing pitching-moment characterlstics or an 
additional effect on the tail contribution to pitching moment caused by 
a change in the downwash or dynamic-pressure characteristics at the 
tailor both effects. The degree of change in spanwise loading is 
mainly dependent upon the inboard-end location of the chord-extension. 
These characteristics are evident in the present results. 
Static Longitudinal Characteristics 
Effects of inboard-end location of chord-extensions.-I Results of 
the investigation to determine the optimum inboard-end loc~tion of the 
0.15c wing leading-edge chord-extensions on the present complete model 
are given in figure 8. For the clean-wing configuration (fig. 8), 
undesirable changes in stability are noticeable at lift coefficients 
well below stall (at about CL = 0. 6 ). The data obtained with chord-
extensions having various inboard-end locations indicate that all the 
arrangements tested provide improved stability characteristics from 
moderate to high lifts; however, the most desirable inbo~d-end location 
appears to be at about the 60- to 65-percent semispan station. Addition 
of the chord-extensions for the flaps-neutral configurati~n is seen to 
cause only small changes in the effective downwash angles at the tail 
(fig. 17), although some reduction in dynamic-pressure ratio is experi-
enced (fig. 18 ) . The net result on tail pitching moments is small for 
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the flaps-neutral configuration as is shown in figure 19. For the 
present model, therefore, the improvement in stability characteristics 
is primarily a result of the direct effect on the wing, as is also 
shown by the data of figure 14. The probable reason for the small down-
wash change resulting fr om the addition of chord-extensions is that the 
horizontal-tail span of the model investigated is largely inboard of 
the influence of the shed vortices, except possibly at angles of attack 
near the stall. The presence of these vortices was observed on a tuft 
grid located behind the model. 
The results given in figure 8 show that a considerable increase in 
maximum lift coefficient (6CLmax 0.13 to 0.20) is obtained by the 
addition of wing chord-extensions. Figure 20(a ) presents the maximum 
lift coefficient for various inboard-end locations of a 0.15c extension 
with the effect of added wing area being shown. A chord-extension 
having its inboard end at the most desirable position (as established 
by considerations of l ongitudi nal stability) produces an increase of 
about 23 percent in maximum lift coeffi cient, with about 5 percent being 
attributed to the added wing area provided by the extensions. 
A small increase in the minimum drag resulted from the addition of 
chord-extensions. "For a given lift coefficient, the chord-extensions 
decreased the drag at the higher lift coefficients, probably because of 
alleviation of the tip-separation effects (see refs. I to 4). 
Effect of wing chord-extension span .- Several tests were made to 
determine the effect of chord-extension span for chord-extensions having 
their inboard ends located at the 0.65b/2 position, which seemed about 
optimum from the results shown in figure 8. Except for the results on 
the chord-extension with the smallest span (0.05b/2), these data (fig. 9) 
show essentially the same improvement to the stability as obtained with 
the chord-extension extending to the wing tip. When the chord-extension 
span is reduced to 5 percent wing semispan the unstable break in the 
pitching-moment curve again is experienced and the resulting curve is 
very similar to that obtained with a fence at 0.60b/2. (See fig. 10.) 
There is however a small amount of instability noted for the 25-percent-
span chord-extension (fig. 9) at lift coefficients between 0.3 and 0.5. 
It is believed that the interference effects between the tip vortex and 
a vortex generated at the outboard end of the chord-extension causes 
this small change in stability. Other data on this model (circular-arc 
wing) indicate that the various fences tried have not been powerful 
enough to eliminate completely the instability at high lifts. (See 
ref. 7.) 
The increase in maximum lift coefficient observed for chord-
extensions with spans extending t o the tip was maintained as the span 
was reduced to 5 percent of the wing semispan, at which point the 
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characteristics reverted toward those of the clean-wing co~iguration 
(fig. 9) and also were similar to those obtained with a wi~ fence 
located at the 0. 60b/2 position (fig. 10). Evidently the small-span 
chord-extension or the wing fence is not powerful enough to maintain 
a high tip loading on the present wing and results in the lower lift 
noted. 
Variation in chord-extension span for an extension having the 
inboard end located at the optimum spanwise position did not alter 
drag characteristics appreciably, except whe n the span was reduced to 
0.05b/2, where the high-lift drag was similar to that of the clean 
and to that obtained with a fence located at the 0.60b/2 Pobition. 
the 
wing 
(See 
figs. 9 and 10.) 
Effect of chord-extension overhang.- In order to determine the 
effect of overhang (percent wing chord) of the chord-extens~ons, several 
tests were made with the overhang reduced from 15 percent to 10 percent 
of the l ocal wi ng chord (measured perpendicular to the 50-percent-chord 
line) for chord-extensions having their inboard-end locations at the 
0.65b/2 position. These tests were made for both a 20- an~ 35-percent-
span chord-extensi on. These data (fig. 11) show the 0.15c chord-
extension to be slightly better, the greater improvement in stability 
~eing obtained for the chord-extension having a 35 -percent span. 
Effect of chord-extensions in combination with leading-edge flap 
deflection.- Unpublished data have shown that substantial gains in 
LID can be obtained by wing chord-extensions in combinatidn with wing 
leading-edge flap deflection. Results of reference 7 have shown that 
CL ,with plain trailing-edge flaps deflected, could be ·ncreased 
max 
considerably by deflecting the wing leading edge over a lajge portion 
of the wing span. Inasmuch as leading-edge deflection alo e did not 
provide satisfactory stability characteristics, the invest gation of a 
combination of wing chord-extension and leading-edge flap 'eflection 
was adopted to determine if satisfactory stability charactlristics and 
sUbstantial gains in CLmax could be achieved simultaneou lye The 
flap-neutral and flaps-deflected tests were made at Reynol s numbers of 
2 .2 X 106 and 1.62 X 106 , respectively. 
When the outer 60 percent of the wing leading edge with a 35-percent-
semispan chord-extension on the tip portion was deflected, I the longitu-
dinal stability in the high-lift range decreased with increased nose-
flap deflection, becoming unstable at the higher nose-flapl-deflections 
for both the plain trailing-edge flaps-neutral and flaps-dkflected con-
figurations (see figs. 12(a), 12(b), and 20(c)). With the plain 
trailing- edge flap deflected, data were not obtained with ~he nose flaps 
neutral (fig. l2(b)); howe-/er, if the assumption is made tihat the 
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stability and CLmax characteristics are essentially the same f or both 
a 35 -percent and a 20-percent-span chord-extension (as was found to be 
true for the flaps-neutral case), the data of figure 15(b) can be compared 
with that of figure 12(b). This comparison indicates that, for small 
nose-flap deflections of about 80 , the CT is increased from 0.95 ~ax 
to 1 .06 While still maintaining satisfactory stability characteristics. 
Further gains in CLmax are obtained by larger nose-flap deflections, 
but the model becomes unstable above deflections of about 120. 
For a nose-flap deflection of 180 , increasing the span of the 
leading-edge flap toward the plane of symmetry (fig. 13) improved the 
stability in the high-lift-coefficient range and extended the pitching-
moment break to a higher lift coefficient for configurations with plain 
trailing-edge flaps deflected. However, when the chord-extension por-
tion of the leading edge was undeflected, with the inboard portions 
being deflected 180 and with plain trailing-edge flaps deflected 500 
(fig. 13), the pitching-moment curve had an unstable break at stall 
similar to that noted for the wing without a chord-extension (fig. 15(a)), 
although the break occurred at a higher lift coefficient. 
It can be seen from figure 12(b), for the plain trailing-edge flaps 
deflected 500 , that deflecting only the chord-extension portion of the 
leading edge produces small decreases in CT . With the chord-extension 
~ax 
portion of the nose flap deflected 180 , increasing the span of the nose 
flap toward the plane of symmetry (fig. 13) increased C; by about 
~ax 
0.23 for full -span deflection. Deflecting only the plain trailing-edge 
flap 500 increased CT__ about 0.09 over that which was realized from 
~ax 
the clean-wing configuration (figs. 14 and 15). 
For plain trailing-edge flaps either neutral or deflected 
(figs. 12(a) and 12(b)), deflecting the outer 60-percent-semispan portion 
of the nose flap decreased the drag due to lift; whereas deflecting only 
the chord-extension portion with trailing-edge flaps deflected increased 
the drag due to lift (fig. 12(b)). Figure 13 shows that, with the wing-
tip portion of the nose flap deflected 180 , increasing the span of the 
nose flap toward the plane of symmetry decreased the drag due to lift 
for plain trailing-edge flaps deflected. 
Effect of horizontal tail.- Changing the tail incidence does not 
appreciably affect the stability characteristics for either the flaps-
neutral or flaps-deflected configurations. (See figs. 14 to 16.) The 
instability noted for the clean-wing configurations is eliminated by the 
addition of chord-extensions for all flap configurations tested, which, 
as previously mentioned, is mainly caused by improved flow over the wing 
tip. The data of figures 17 to 19, however, show that the addition of 
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chord-extensions (with or without leading-edge flap deflectl on) provides 
a small imprOVement in stability by changing the downwash ~nd dynamic-
pressure characteristics at the tail. The horizontal- tail lincrement of 
pitching moment caused by chord-extensions with the plain ~la~s neutral 
is practically negligible below an angle of attack of 12° fj fig. 19) and 
is small at higher angles. When the plain flaps are defledted 50°, 
however, the downwash at the tail produces a favorable pitching-moment 
increment at angles of attack above 5°. 
Effect of Chord-Extension Span and Overhang on t~e 
Lateral -Stability Parameters 
Addition of one of the better chord-extensions (from l ongitudinal 
stability considerations) to the complete model with flaps undeflected 
did not appreciably affect Cy~ and Cn~. (See fig. 21.) The chord-
extensions did, however, increase the effective-dihedral parameter CZ~ 
in the moderate- to high-lift-coefficient range, probably ~ecause of 
their ability to reduce stalling in the tip region. The Sraller- SPan 
chord-extensions generally give somewhat larger values of Cl~ in the 
high lift range. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of tests of wing leading-edge chord-exte~sions in 
conjunction with several flap configurations on a complete model having 
a 40 0 sweptback circular-arc wing of aspect ratio 4 and taper ratio 0.50 
indicate the f ollowing conclusions : 
1. The degree of effectiveness of the chord-extension in improving 
longitudinal stability characteristics is mainly dependent upon the 
spanwise inboard-end location of such a device. For a suitable inboard-
end location (0.65 semispan from plane of symmetry for the present model) 
the chord-extension span could be changed from 0. 35 semisf an to 0.15 semi-
span with little change in longitudinal stability or lift characteristics. 
2. Reduction of the chord-extension overhang from I J percent to 
10 percent of the local chord caused only a very slight 2ecrease in the 
effectiveness of the device in improving the longitudinal stability. 
3. With plain trailing-edge flaps retracted, use of a leading-edge 
chord-extension appeared to provide a considerable advantage over a 
leading-edge fence located at the spanwise position (0.60 wing semispan) 
of the inboard end of the Chor::::::::~ The fence prrVided essentially 
_________ 1 
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no increase in maximum lift and allowed an unstable break in the 
pitching-moment curve at the stall; whereas the chord-extension increased 
the maximum lift coefficient by about 23 percent and eliminated any 
serious loss in longitudinal stability throughout the lift range. 
4. With a combination of a leading-edge chord-extension and deflec-
tion of a leading-edge flap, substantial improvements in drag due to 
lift and in maximum lift coefficient could be obtained while maintaining 
favorable high-lift pitching-moment characteristics when the plain 
trailing-edge flaps were neutral or deflected. For such a configuration 
it was essential that the leading-edge flaps include the chord-extension 
and also extend an appreciable distance inboard of the chord-extension. 
5. The use of chord-extensions for the configuration having plain 
trailing-edge and leading-edge flaps neutral increased the effective 
dihedral in the moderate- to high-lift-coefficient range but did not 
appreciably affect the lateral-force or yawing-moment parameters. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE 1.- PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST MODEL 
Characteristics Wing Horizontal tail 
Area, sq ft 12.70 2.06 
Span, in. 85.50 34.00 
Sweepback, Ac/4, deg 40.0 39.9 
Aspect ratio 4.00 3.87 
Taper ratio 0.50 0.49 
(") 
~ Dihedral, deg 3.5 0 
H 
~ 
~ 
Angle of incidence, deg 3 
~ Mean aerodynamic chord, in. 22.15 
Root chord, in. 28.50 11.75 
Theoretical tip chord, in. 14.25 5.75 
Root airfoil section 10-percent-thick circular arc NACA 65-008 
Tip airfoil section 10-percent-thick circular arc NACA 65-008 
--- -------- -- -
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Vertical tail 
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r 
RelatIve wmd 
z 
. Figure 1.- System of axes. Positive values of forces, moments, and angles 
are indicated by arrows. 
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Figure 2 .- General arrangement of the test model. All dimensions are 
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Figure 3.- Sketch showing deflectable portions of wing leading edge. 
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(a) Chord-extension inboard-end location, 0.40b/2; outboard-end extended 
to wing tip; chord extended, 0.15c. ~ 
L-69673 
(b) Chord-extension inboard-end location, 0.65b/2; chord-extension span, 
Figure 7.-
0.20b/2; chord extended, 0.15c. ~
Photograph of test model as mount'ed in tunnel. L-69760 
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Figure 8. - The eff ect of inboard- end location of chord- extensions on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the test model . Chord-extension span 
extends to wing tip; overhang 0 . 15c ; it = 0° ; of = 0°; 0nl = 0°; 
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(a) Chord-extension span 35 percent wing semispan. 
Figure 11 . - The effect of chord-extension overhang (percent wing chord) 
on the aerodynamic characteristic s of the test model. Inboard- end 
l ocation 65 percent wing semispan; it = 0°; of = 0°; Onl = 0° ; 
On2 = 0°; On3 = 0° . 
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(b) Chord- extension span 20 percent wing semispan. 
Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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(c) Inboard- end chord- extension location ) 65 percent wing semispanj 
chord-extension span) 20 percent wing semispanj overhang ) O. 15c . 
Figure 14.- Continued. 
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(d) Inboard- end chord- extens ion location , 65 percent wing sernispan; 
chord- extension span, 35 percent wing semi span j overhang, O. lOc . 
Figure 14.- Continued . 
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Figure 14.- Concluded. 
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(a) Clean-wing model. 
Figure 15.- The effect of the tail on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the test model. of = 500 j onl = 0°; on2 = 0°; on3 = 0°. 
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(b) Inboard- end of chord-extension location) 65 percent wing semispan; 
chord- extension span) 20 percent wing semispan; overhang) 0 . 15c . 
Figure 15.- Concluded. 
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Figure 16.- The effect of the tail on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the test model incorporating wing leading-edge deflection in 
conjunction with a chord-extension. Chord-extension span extends 
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Figure 16.- Concluded. 
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0.65b/2 ; overhang, 0.15c. 
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Figure 20.- Summary of aerodynamic characteristics for the test model. 
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Figure 20.- Concluded. 
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Figure 21.- The effect of chord-extension span on the lateral-stability 
parameters of the test model . Inboard-end chord-extension located 
65 percent wing semispan; it = 0°; of = 0°; 0nl = 0°; 0n2 = 0°; 
o = 0°. 
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Figure 21.- Concluded. 
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